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Abstract 23 

The need to predict acoustic propagation through marine sediments that contain gas bubbles 24 

has become increasingly important for civil engineering and climate studies. There are 25 

relatively few in situ acoustic wave propagation studies of muddy intertidal sediments, in which 26 

bubbles of biogenic gas (generally methane, a potent greenhouse gas) are commonly found. We 27 

used a single experimental rig to conduct two in situ intertidal acoustical experiments to 28 

improve understanding of acoustic remote sensing of gassy sediments, eventually including gas 29 

bubble size distributions. In the first experiment, we measured sediment sound speed and 30 

attenuation between four aligned hydrophones for a quasi-plane wave propagating along the 31 

array. The second experiment involved a focused insonified sediment volume created by two 32 

transducers emitting coincident sound beams at different frequencies that generated bubble-33 

mediated acoustic signals at combination frequencies.  The results from sediment core analyses, 34 

and comparison of in situ acoustic velocity and attenuation values with those of water-saturated 35 

sediments, together provide ample evidence for the presence of in situ gas bubbles in the 36 

insonified volumes of sediments. These datasets are suitable for linear and non-linear inversion 37 

studies that estimate in situ greenhouse gas bubble populations, needed for future acoustical 38 

remote sensing applications. 39 

 40 
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I. INTRODUCTION 47 

This study measures the populations of gas bubbles in intertidal marine sediments using 48 

split sediment cores, and measures the effect these bubbles have on acoustic sound speed and 49 

attenuation, and the formation of combination-frequencies. This work parallels a study to 50 

develop propagation models for such environments [1-3]. 51 

In addition to being important in its own right (see Conclusions), the intertidal zone can 52 

provide an accessible, though potentially rapidly-varying, site to test novel sensors, for later 53 

deployment in deep-water sites (to study geohazard assessment [4], global climate change [5], 54 

seafloor surveying [6-8], the construction of offshore structures [9], and the detection of 55 

leakages from carbon capture and storage facilities [10-13]). In situ gas generation may have 56 

pronounced environmental consequences. In geological environments such as deep-water 57 

basins, continental margins and polar slopes, an increase in temperature or a decrease in 58 

pressure may cause hydrate to dissociate and release methane gas, weakening the shear strength 59 

of the sediment [14]. Furthermore, part of this methane can find various pathways to escape 60 

through natural gas seeps and be released into the atmosphere, thereby presenting a possible 61 

issue for global climate change [6, 15]. Judd et al. [14] estimate that 1.2 to 3.6 % of global 62 

methane emissions into the atmosphere arise from continental shelf sediments.  63 

A variety of high-resolution, underwater acoustic systems can map gassy areas [10, 16]. 64 

Consequently, the classification of the gas accumulation based on various seismic features is 65 

well developed, involving gas plumes, curtains, acoustic turbidity, blanking and chimneys [5]. 66 

This classification is motivated by the excessive reverberation and backscatter of sound from 67 

the seabed, which is a consequence of the gas-bearing areas that hinder acoustic penetration 68 

[17], although sound speed perturbations near such blanking can yield estimates of gas content 69 

[18, 19]. For this reason, these acoustic surveys are the most frequently used evidence to infer 70 
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the presence of gas, which is abundant in the near surface of marine sediments [20]. Despite 71 

the advances in remote sensing, detection, mapping of gas and the extensive results on the void 72 

fraction of gas (see Table 1 of [18]), the size distribution of gas bubbles is not broadly reported 73 

[18].  74 

At present, the most common way to measure bubble distributions in sediments is 75 

through X-ray CT scanning of pressurized cores [21-25]. Such methods are limited, owing to 76 

the difficulty of collecting pressurized cores, and the inability to relate directly to remote 77 

(acoustic or any other type of) measurements. Geochemical methods [26, 27], likewise, are not 78 

very practical and require in situ coring operations. Moreover, they are labor intensive and do 79 

not provide a generalized method that can be applied to any site under consideration. A remote-80 

sensing solution, providing coverage over a wide area, is an attractive potential technology, 81 

which could be complemented by the coring-based solutions to provide ground truth data. As 82 

in many underwater remote-sensing problems, acoustics provides the most likely candidate 83 

modality. Successful implementation of an acoustic experiment that characterizes the shallow 84 

gassy seabed well would therefore be desirable. Whilst coring will remain intrinsically invasive, 85 

this paper outlines a short-range experiment, with sources and hydrophones on or in the seabed, 86 

that would indicate the feasibility of producing a remote system, even though this initial study 87 

involves invasive acoustic probes. 88 

Acoustic characterization of gassy water has been well examined owing to its industrial, 89 

medical and oceanographic applications [28-33]. The corresponding experimental designs fall 90 

into two broad categories. The first category is based on the measurement of the compressional 91 

wave velocities and the attenuation coefficients from the transmission of pulses [34, 35]. In this 92 

category, the wave velocities are predominantly affected by the resonant bubble sizes and the 93 

attenuation in the medium is adequately attributed to the acoustic energy dissipated by bubbles 94 
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through their scattering or extinction cross-section [35-38]. The second category is the dual-95 

frequency insonification, which uses nonlinear mixing of frequencies employing a low pump 96 

frequency and a higher imaging frequency, concurrently [32, 39-45]. The received signals 97 

exhibit nonlinear scattered terms at the sum and difference frequencies as well as subharmonics 98 

[46-48] generated parametrically through Faraday waves on the bubble wall [49, 50]. For 99 

incoherent scattering, the amplitude of the scattered terms are proportional to the number of 100 

bubbles whose radius places them in a given discrete bin around a central value. An alternative 101 

approach (high frequency – high frequency insonification), where the difference between the 102 

frequencies corresponds to the resonant size of the bubbles being interrogated, has been 103 

successfully employed in Refs. [29, 41, 51], but is not used here. The rationale behind applying 104 

a varying pump frequency in both techniques is to capture the resonance effects at each discrete 105 

value of bubble radii, and thereafter to measure bubble populations [52]. Combination 106 

frequencies have only been used to study gassy marine sediments once before to the authors’ 107 

knowledge (Tęgowski et al. [53, 54] taking spot-checks using specific echosounder frequencies 108 

rather than scanning across a frequency spectrum), and never in situ or in a rig that combines it 109 

with another acoustical method.  110 

 This combination-frequency technique is combined, in one apparatus, with the 111 

aforementioned propagation method (the measurement of sound speed and attenuation as pulses 112 

propagate along a buried array), following the principle that, since all methods of characterizing 113 

bubbles using acoustics have limitations, the use of two can be used to cross-check each other 114 

[48]. The use of two different experiment setups, which can be operated separately, though at 115 

the same location, will enable us to present acoustic propagation results from two different 116 

methods and compare them where applicable.  117 
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In this paper, we present the experimental details, processing techniques, in situ 118 

propagation results and supplementary laboratory measurements for sediment geotechnical 119 

properties at the experimental sites. The data are made available online, traceable using a DOI 120 

number (see Acknowledgements), so that any groups can attempt to fit them to appropriate 121 

forward models or invert them to estimate the bubble populations present. The use of two 122 

acoustic techniques (one linear, one nonlinear) measuring the same site is useful as it would 123 

enable two independent inversions, adding confidence if they agree [52].  124 

 125 

II. THEORY 126 

Many researchers [1-3, 44, 55-61] have studied acoustic wave propagation in gassy 127 

sediments. Highly complex variables of the problem such as nonlinear gas bubble dynamics, 128 

sediment rheology, porosity, grain size distribution, multiple scattering and the presence of 129 

multiple phases have led to slightly different formulations. In the current paper, the formulation 130 

in [3] (developed from [1] via [2] for this purpose) is most germane.  131 

 Let us assume plane wave propagation in a gassy sediment with non-uniform bubble 132 

size distribution. At a particular angular excitation frequency 𝜔, the complex wavenumber 𝑘𝑚 133 

for the frequency domain wave propagation is given by [62]: 134 

𝑘m
2 =

𝜔2

𝑐s
2

+ 4𝜋𝜔2 ∫
𝑅0𝑛(𝑅0)

𝜔0
2 − 𝜔2 + 2𝑖𝛽tot𝜔

d𝑅0 ,

∞

0

 

(1) 

where, 𝑐s is the compressional wave speed of the water-saturated (gas free) sediment,  135 

𝑛(𝑅0) d𝑅0 is the number of bubbles per unit volume with radii between 𝑅0  and 𝑅0 + d𝑅0, 𝜔0 136 

is the bubble resonance angular frequency, and 𝛽tot is the total damping coefficient at each 137 

bubble radius. The phase velocity V and the attenuation A (dB/m) can be calculated as a function 138 

of the real and imaginary parts of the wavenumber, respectively, via:  139 
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𝑉 = 𝜔/𝑅𝑒{𝑘m}     (2) 140 

and 141 

𝐴 = 8.6859 |𝐼𝑚 {𝑘m} |.           (3) 142 

The series of papers [1-3] develops a nonlinear model for the volume oscillations of gas bubbles 143 

in marine sediment, the small-amplitude expansion of which [3] produces the following explicit 144 

expression for the bubble resonance frequency: 145 

𝜔0
2 =  

[3𝑝g0
𝑅𝑒(𝜙) −

2𝜎𝛽
𝑅0

+ 4𝐺(1 − 𝛽) +
𝜔2𝜌𝑅0

2

1 + (𝜔𝑅0/𝑐s)2] 

𝑚
⁄

, 

(4) 

where 𝑝g0
 is the initial bubble interior pressure, 𝜙 is the gas thermodynamic parameter, 𝜎 is the 146 

surface tension at the gas-water interface, 𝛽 is the porosity, 𝐺 is the sediment shear modulus, 147 

and 𝜌 is the density. The effective mass 𝑚 in (4) is defined as:  148 

𝑚 = 𝜌s𝑅0
2 +

4𝜇𝑅0

𝑐s
  

(5) 

with 𝜇 being the sediment viscosity. Ref. [3] explains the form and the derivation of the 149 

damping parameter 𝛽tot and the gas thermodynamic parameter 𝜙. 150 

 At a particular driving frequency, bubbles in steady-state that have their resonance 151 

frequency lower than the driving frequency undergo out-of-phase oscillations (the familiar 152 

inertia-controlled response, where the bubbles expand during the compressive half-cycle) and 153 

bubbles with resonance frequency higher than the driving frequency oscillate in-phase with the 154 

driving acoustic wave (the stiffness-controlled response) [28, 34].  The through-resonance 155 

transition between these two states occurs over a frequency band that narrows as the quality 156 

factor of the bubble in question increases. In this transition, greatly elevated or suppressed 157 

sound speeds may be observed when the excitation frequency is just above or below 158 

(respectively) the breathing-mode bubble resonance. The formulation of Ref. [3] displays these 159 

expected effects, and derives sound speed and attenuation formulae as given in (2) and (3), 160 
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respectively, that converge, in the limit that there were no gas bubbles in the medium, to those 161 

of water-saturated sediment presented in Ref. [63].  162 

 Under the effect of an incident wave field, the total scattered pressure 𝑝sc from an 163 

ensemble of oscillating gas bubbles within a small sensing volume 𝑉S can be found from [64, 164 

65]:  165 

𝑝sc ≈ ∫
𝜌𝑅

𝑟
(�̈�𝑅 + 2�̇�2) 𝑛(𝑅0) d𝑅0 ,

∞

0

 

(6) 

where is 𝑅 the time-dependent pulsating radius of the bubble at each discrete initial bubble 166 

radius 𝑅0 and r is the distance between the receiver and the center of the sensing volume.  167 

 168 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 169 

 The two different forms of data, from transmission and combination frequency 170 

experiments, were collected using apparatus that shared many common components. This was 171 

designed to allow both data to be taken on the same day and same point of the tidal cycle without 172 

moving the rig. However, in this first deployment, the number of people on the team (e.g., to 173 

carry, dig and set up within the tidal window) was insufficient to accomplish such simultaneous 174 

measurements.  175 

The rig was deployed at two sites offshore from Southampton, Hampshire U.K. within 176 

one to three hours after subaerial exposure. On each experiment date, the measurements were 177 

completed within a maximum of four to five hours’ time intervals [24]. The experiment 178 

locations were selected to be within 20 m of a suitable dry point for the acquisition system. The 179 

exact experiment positions (pinned on a Google Map with GPS coordinates) and the execution 180 

times can be found in the electronic supplementary data file (see [66]), together with the 181 

ambient temperature and salinity values at the time of the experiments. Moreover, the water 182 
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temperature data recorded in this region at 5-minute intervals in 2009 are provided in the 183 

electronic supplementary material [67]. Although such data are not available for 2008, the 184 

values in Ref. [67] show that the variations of water temperature, over a time frame of 4-5 hours 185 

during similar times of the year, are less than 0.4 ℃. Kan et al. [68] present regression models 186 

(based on laboratory experiments) to predict the sound speed in sediments as a function of the 187 

ambient water temperature, and report that the ratio of sound speed in sediments to that in 188 

seawater remain almost unchanged as a function of temperature (see Fig. 5 therein).    189 

 190 

  191 

A.  Transmission rig 192 

 The experimental rig consisted of five acoustical components, i.e., one source 193 

transducer and four hydrophones, mounted on aluminum bars (Fig. 1). The transmission rig 194 

was designed so that the source (S) to receiver (R) separations could be adjusted for the 195 

sediment type under examination, e.g., in saturated muds much larger S-R separations can be 196 

used than in gassy muds with higher attenuation. The hydrophones were mounted at the end of 197 

1-m-long rods made of carbon fiber with an acoustic impedance similar to that of the sediment. 198 

A slider rail lay on top of the sediment, and attached to it (with axes at 45 to the axis of the 199 

slider rail) were sliding supports for the carbon fiber rods. Once these supports were locked in 200 

position, they guided the carbon fiber rods with the 45 angle fixed, as they were inserted into 201 

the sediment. This ensured that the hydrophones lay on the acoustic axis of the source. The 202 

acoustic source was controlled by its own sliding support that was also attached to the axis of 203 

the slider rail with a 45 angle. A triangular hole was cut through which the source probe and 204 

the hydrophone array was inserted into the sediment at near 45. 205 
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 206 

Figure 1: The gassy sediment experiment rig. R1, R2, R3 and R4 denote the locations of four 207 

hydrophone receivers which record the signals sent out from the pump source. The combination 208 

frequency apparatus consists of the high (imaging) frequency transmitter, the pump source and 209 

the high-frequency receiver. The imaging source and receiver have equal angular distances 210 

(45°) from the pump axis. 211 

 212 

The acoustic pump source consisted of two elements, a low-frequency (LF) source (8-213 

24 kHz) and a high-frequency (HF) source (26-120 kHz) (Neptune Sonar). The wet-end 214 

electronics were designed to impedance match the source to the amplifier by Blacknor 215 

Technology and were contained in a pressure cylinder approximately 0.6 m from the transducer. 216 

Although initial calibration documents were received, additional calibrations of source levels 217 

were performed in order to include the effects of the wet-end matching. The measured source 218 

levels varied from 200 to 213 dB re 1 µPa ∙ m (zero-to-peak) for 26-120 kHz frequency range. 219 
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A BLK 1264 pump amplifier with a 3.5 V peak-to-peak voltage input was used in calibration 220 

tests.  221 

 The four receivers attached to the carbon fiber poles were D140 hydrophones (from 222 

Neptune Sonar) modified with encasing material that provided additional protection for 223 

insertion into sediment. The sensitivity of the receivers varied from -209 to -217 dB re 1 V ∙224 

µPa−1 from 2 to 100 kHz. The hydrophones had a wet-end amplifier (supplied by the 225 

manufacturer) located approximately 0.5 m from the receiver. Amplification was applied at 226 

both the wet and dry ends in three stages with adjustable gains.   227 

The next stage involved setting up the connections with the acquisition system and 228 

sending out a series of test signals using the acquisition code written in MATLAB software. 229 

The frequency was increased in 2-kHz steps from 8 to 100 kHz. The duration of the pulses 230 

transmitted from the pump source was set as 1 ms for the majority of the sets, and was set as 231 

20 acoustic cycles for the remainder of the sets (as stated in Supplemental material). Specific 232 

values of the source amplitudes and waveforms for each set can be found in Sec. IV of Ref. 233 

[66]. The signal generation and data acquisition were conducted at a sampling frequency of 2 234 

MHz. At each frequency, a number of pulses were emitted (i.e. 10 to 40) with 4-ms pauses 235 

between pulses to avoid reverberation. This procedure ensured a reliable data set in which the 236 

standard deviation of the measured sound speed and attenuation values could be reduced by 237 

applying stacking-based post-processing. The data were analyzed from pairs of adjacent 238 

hydrophones, i.e., the pairs 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4. 239 

 240 

B.  Combination frequency apparatus 241 

 The combination frequency experiment used the same sliding rod rig as described in the 242 

previous section (Fig. 1). However, whereas the experiment in the previous section made use 243 
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only one of the two projectors (the pump source), in this experiment the second projector (the 244 

imaging source) was simultaneously used. Moreover, instead of the hydrophone array (R1-R4), 245 

the imaging receiver was used to collect the received signals. 246 

In this way, the two-frequency technique employed simultaneous insonification of the 247 

bubble population with a lower frequency signal fp (pump frequency) and a higher frequency 248 

signal fi (the imaging frequency). The imaging source and receiver had a common focal point, 249 

where their acoustic axes intersected each other at 90°, the axes being 45° either side of the 250 

acoustic center line of the pump transmitter. Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. [69] present side and plan 251 

views of the combination frequency experiment rig. 252 

Setting up a correct measurement environment with accurate parameters was somewhat 253 

more complicated when adding in the combination frequency experiment than in the 254 

transmission experiment alone. In the transmission case, all the receivers lay along the acoustic 255 

axis of the source and the losses were computed from the amplitudes of the signals measured 256 

on the hydrophones. For the case of combination frequency experiment, however, it was 257 

necessary to calculate the sensing (insonification) volume, which lay at the beam overlap of the 258 

pump and the imaging-frequency transducers. The beam patterns of the transmitters were 259 

computed simultaneously and were overlapped to determine a region in which the resultant 260 

sound pressure level falls off only a pre-set amount (e.g. 3 dB) of its maximum value. Because 261 

the pump frequency was varied, the beam pattern for that transducer varied, thus changing the 262 

sensing volume. This change made it necessary to repeat the sensing volume calculation for 263 

each pump frequency 264 

The beam patterns of both the imaging source and receivers were provided by the 265 

manufacturer, but they were valid for in-water operating conditions. Therefore, in order to 266 

simulate the pressure fields in sediments, a numerical algorithm was developed using the 267 
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impulse response method [70]. The method was first verified against water tank measurements 268 

and the simulations of in situ pressure fields were performed inputting the appropriate density, 269 

sound speed and drive frequency values. The differences in the computed pressure values lay 270 

within 0 – 2.5 dB over a length of ~6 m for compressional wave speeds from 1470 to 1800 m∙s-1 271 

in sediment samples (for further details see [71, 72]).  272 

The combination frequency experiments were conducted keeping the imaging 273 

frequency 𝑓𝑖 constant at 220 kHz and varying the pump frequency 𝑓𝑝 from 8 kHz to 24 kHz, 274 

from 20 kHz to 40 kHz, and from 30 kHz to 100 kHz, all in 2-kHz increments. The acoustic 275 

sources were adjusted such that at the focus point of the rig, the pressure stayed constant at 15 276 

kPa (zero-to-peak amplitude) for all frequencies. This value was set as the calibration pressure. 277 

The two signals were generated as 1 ms square pulses (see Sec. V of Ref. [64] for further 278 

details). The scattered signal was recorded using a sampling frequency of 2 MHz. Simulations 279 

showed that the pulse length was long enough for the bubbles to reach steady state. 280 

 281 

IV. SIGNAL PROCESSING 282 

The four receivers used in the transmission experiment were identical within our 283 

measurement capabilities, and the data were processed by selecting specific pairs of receivers. 284 

For instance, the coupling between the sediment and the receiver could be taken as identical 285 

assuming that the physical properties of the sediment such as porosity, mean grain size and 286 

silt/clay content do not change greatly over the length scales encountered in the experiment 287 

(~15–20 cm receiver separations for the rig considered). Moreover, the time delays incurred by 288 

the electronic components of the devices and due to the casing of the hydrophones could be 289 

regarded as equal because the channels used the same materials and shared common acquisition 290 

electronics. 291 
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The characteristics of the emitted acoustic waves were first tested in water tank calibration 292 

trials in order to investigate the variability and the noise events. The FFT results showed that 293 

the central frequency of the output signal from the transducer lies within 1% of the input signal 294 

to the function generator device. Furthermore, the signals recorded by the receivers exhibited 295 

central frequencies within 3% of the transducer output signals.  296 

The signals were processed through two stages of filtering. The first stage removed 297 

dominant noise sources for the different frequency ranges (a low pass filter at 35 kHz was used 298 

for frequencies between 26 and 30 kHz whilst for the other frequencies a wide band 10-300 299 

kHz band-pass filter was applied).  In the second stage, a digital Butterworth filter of fifth order 300 

was applied with the center frequency selected to match the outgoing signal and the bandwidth 301 

chosen to match the 6 dB levels of the signal’s spectrum as measured in the water tanks tests.  302 

The received signals were post-processed with stacking in order to increase the signal-to-303 

noise ratios (SNR). Identical processing was applied to all channels in order not to bias the 304 

computed velocity and attenuation values. The use of a median stack results in a SNR 305 

enhancement 𝑆𝑛 given as [73]  306 

𝑆𝑛 = √
2𝑁𝑠

𝜋
  , 

(7) 

where Ns is the number of shots applied. Here Ns is 20 or 30, resulting in a SNR enhancement, 307 

as measured on a linear scale, of 3.57 or 4.37, respectively. An example of a filtered and 308 

median-stacked signal pair is shown in Fig. E2 in Sec. VI of the electronic supplementary file 309 

[66].   310 

Subsequent to stacking the waveforms, the envelope of the signal 𝑦(𝑡) was computed 311 

using 312 

𝜁(𝑡) = |𝑦(𝑡)|, (8) 
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where 𝑦(𝑡) is the analytic form of 𝑦(𝑡), whose imaginary component is the Hilbert transform 313 

of 𝑦(𝑡): 314 

𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑦(𝑡) + 𝑖 𝑦(𝑡) ∗
1

𝜋𝑡
, (9) 

with * representing the convolution operation. The signal pair as in Fig. E2b and E2c in [66] 315 

can be then used to determine the group and phase velocity and the attenuation of the acoustic 316 

waves in gassy sediment.  317 

The group velocity in the sediment was estimated by computing the time delay between 318 

the pulses received on two hydrophones separated by a known distance. The time delay was 319 

computed using the cross-correlation function [74]. A method based on the envelopes of the 320 

signals was preferred. First, a reference envelope was formed by computing Eq. (8) for the first 321 

signal and applying an amplitude threshold. Then the correlations of the envelopes of the two 322 

hydrophone signals with the reference envelope were computed (see Fig. E3 in [66]).  323 

The attenuation of the acoustic waves was evaluated by comparing the amplitudes of the 324 

signal envelopes. The amplitude of the received pulse was estimated using the central portion 325 

of the pulse, which is unaffected by ring-up or ring-down. For instance, for a signal with 1-ms 326 

duration, the amplitude of the middle 0.5-ms section was computed and for signals with 20 327 

oscillations, the average amplitude of the middle 10 oscillations was calculated. The attenuation 328 

was found by comparing the average of these amplitudes across multiple pulses. Further 329 

corrections owing to the spreading losses, the amplification gains and the receiver sensitivities 330 

were applied to determine the final values of attenuation. 331 

For the combination frequency insonification, the signal processing was straightforward. 332 

At each pump frequency, the Fourier transform of the received signal was calculated and then 333 

corrected by the receiver sensitivity, to give the pressure amplitude at the pump, difference and 334 

sum frequencies.  335 
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 336 

V. LABORATORY AND FIELD MEASUREMENTS 337 

 The theoretical model in Sec. II requires input values for the water-saturated sediment 338 

such as the density, shear modulus, viscosity, and the compressional wave speed. In order to 339 

obtain accurate values of these parameters, laboratory measurements on the pressurized core 340 

samples collected from the sites were carried out; the viscosity of the sediment was taken from 341 

the previous studies that investigated the rheological behavior of gassy mud [75, 76]. The 342 

permeability and tortuosity values of sediment were taken as in Ref. [24]. The experiments took 343 

place one to three hours after subaerial exposure. The measured density (ρ=1640 ± 50 kg∙ m−3) 344 

suggested a value for sediment porosity between 60% and 70%.  345 

The experiment locations were two intertidal sites on the south coast of England: 346 

Calshot in Southampton Water and the Mercury marina in the Hamble estuary. The seafloor 347 

sediments at these locations fall into the broad category of muddy sediments, but the grain size 348 

distribution and the organic content of these two locations were different. The sediment 349 

characteristics for these locations are given in Table 1.  350 

The p-wave velocity measurements on the split core were conducted in the laboratory 351 

at 500 kHz. The rationale behind employing an ultrasonic frequency much greater than the 352 

likely resonances of the bubbles in the medium is that the bubble pulsations at this range become 353 

inertia-controlled and in-phase with the acoustic field, and thus have diminished effects on the 354 

phase velocity in the medium [64]. Therefore, the compressional wave velocity obtained in this 355 

way can be used conveniently as the value of the saturated (gas-free) sediment. The core length 356 

from the Calshot location was 50 cm and the measurements were obtained at 2-cm intervals 357 

starting at a core depth of 7 cm. The measured ultrasonic p-wave velocity varied between 1430 358 
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m ∙ s−1 and 1550 m ∙ s−1, showing less variability compared to the in situ measurements that 359 

were performed at lower frequencies and included bubble resonance effects (Section VI).  360 

Subsequent to the ultrasonic p-wave measurements, shear wave velocity measurements 361 

were conducted on the split core in order to estimate the sediment shear modulus. This was 362 

accomplished by inserting bender elements with 10 cm separation in the core. Only the muddy 363 

homogeneous part of the core was of interest, because backscatter data from sandy layers could 364 

not be received. The average measured velocity was 40 m ∙ s−1 at 2 kHz, which yielded an 365 

average estimation of 2.62 MPa for the shear modulus (G).  366 

Although the value for G was found by direct measurements on split cores with residual 367 

fabrics left behind by in situ gas, we assumed that the gas-free sediment shear modulus has the 368 

same value. Hence, we relied on the fact that the presence of gas has little impact on shear wave 369 

velocity, especially when compared to the impact of gas on compressional wave propagation 370 

[77]. Laboratory measurements in kaolin containing methane bubbles confirmed the low impact 371 

of the gas presence on the sediment shear modulus when small strains, such as those induced 372 

by acoustic excitation, are involved [78]. 373 

Core transmission wave measurements for the Mercury site were carried out at 500 kHz 374 

in the same manner as for the Calshot site. The core length was 40 cm and measurements were 375 

made from the top 8 cm to the bottom of the core at 2-cm intervals. The results indicated a 376 

compressional wave velocity value of 1415 ± 20 m ∙ s−1.  377 

Visual inspection of the split cores (see Fig. 2a and 2b) also provided substantial 378 

information for the characteristics of the samples. The upper part (first 25–30 cm) of the Calshot 379 

core consisted of thin sandy layers overlying grey mud, where more gas pockets were observed 380 

as the depth increased. The sandy sediments observed between 25 - 30 cm in the upper section 381 

of the core was consistent with the higher in situ p-wave speeds measured between hydrophones 382 
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1-2 at 21 - 35 cm depth. Observation of the Mercury core profile (Fig. 2b) revealed a significant 383 

number of gas pockets, increasing with depth, with relatively larger sizes. Furthermore, the 384 

sediment composition exhibited more homogeneity with no distinct horizontal layers as the 385 

depth increased. 386 

 387 

Figure 2: Photograph of the split core collected from (a) the Calshot site and (b) the Mercury 388 

site showing darker silt layers (a) and residual gas voids (b).  Recalling the rig lay out (Fig. 1), 389 

the first, second and third hydrophones were buried at depths of approximately 21 cm, 35 cm 390 

and 50 cm, respectively. The dark grey color, as well as the hydrogen-sulphide odor, of the 391 

sediment core indicated that the measurements took place in the sulphate reduction zone. 392 
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 393 

VI. TRANSMISSION PROPAGATION RESULTS 394 

 In this section, we present the acoustic propagation results, i.e., the sediment 395 

compressional wave speed and attenuation, obtained from the transmission experiments using 396 

the rig shown in Fig. 1. As explained in Sec. III, measurements were conducted by sending 397 

pulses at frequencies from 8 kHz to 24 kHz, and from 26 kHz to 100 kHz, in 2-kHz steps. For 398 

nominal values of ca. 2.6 MPa for the shear modulus and 60 % for the porosity of the sediment, 399 

Eq. (4) indicates that the gas resonance effects for the bubble size range 𝑅0 = [130, 980] µm 400 

could be determined.  401 

 402 

A.  The Calshot site 403 

The measurements at the Calshot site took place during different seasons, on three 404 

separate occasions: 10 April 2008 (four sets), 10 June 2008 (one set) and 04 August 2008 405 

(twelve sets). On each day, several sets of measurements were carried out, and a number of 406 

shots (20 or 30) were acquired in each set. The complete data regarding the sound speed and 407 

attenuation were written to Excel files (see the supplementary material [79]). 408 

 As an illustrative example, the in situ transmission results from 10 April 2008 are shown 409 

in Fig. 3. The unbroken black line represents results from the first hydrophone pair (hydrophone 410 

1 and 2) and the red dashed line from the second hydrophone pair (hydrophones 2 and 3). The 411 

in situ results from the first hydrophone pair gave a mean value for the sound speed of 1724 412 

m ∙ s−1 with standard deviation of 99 m ∙ s−1. If a linear relationship between the attenuation 413 

and frequency were assumed based on Hamilton’s formulation [80], the best-fit line would have 414 

resulted in k = 0.83 dB ∙ m−1 ∙ kHz−1 with a 𝑅d
2 (coefficient of determination [73]) value of 415 

0.98 (Figs. 3 and 4 both plot the ‘equivalent plane wave attenuation of the gassy sediment’, i.e., 416 
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after spreading losses have been subtracted, but we have not subtracted the attenuation of 417 

bubble-free sediment). 418 

 419 

Figure 3: (Color online) Equivalent plane wave group velocity and attenuation (i.e. the effects 420 

of geometrical spreading having been corrected out from these data) in gassy sediment in the 421 

frequency range 26 - 100 kHz as measured by the hydrophones 1 and 2 (unbroken black line) 422 

and hydrophones 2 and 3 (red dashed lines) at Calshot. The error bars indicate the standard 423 

deviation. 424 

 425 

The second hydrophone pair measured an average sound speed of 1346 m ∙ s−1 with 426 

standard deviation of 71 m ∙ s−1. Assuming a linear dependence of attenuation with frequency, 427 

a line with a slope of k = 0.72 dB ∙ m−1 ∙ kHz−1 and 𝑅d
2 =0.98 could be fitted to the results (the 428 
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statistical uncertainty values calculated for the group velocity and attenuation in all transmission 429 

experiments can be found in the electronic supplementary file [79]). The difference in sound 430 

speed measured by the two hydrophone pairs indicated differences in the sediment composition. 431 

Based on literature values for p-wave values in muddy and sandy sediments, it could be 432 

concluded that the sand content was higher in the area of the first pair of hydrophones. 433 

The value of k for the muddy sediment below the sandy layer (~0.7 dB ∙ m−1 ∙ kHz−1) 434 

was approximately one order of magnitude higher than that encountered in the literature for 435 

gas-free muddy sediments [80, 81]. This was strong evidence of gas presence, because the 436 

attenuation across all frequencies increases significantly even in the presence of minute 437 

amounts of gas [2, 56, 82]. Furthermore, the sound speed observed in the mud was lower than 438 

values typical of muddy gas-free sediments. 439 

 440 

B.  The Mercury site 441 

 In-situ transmission measurements at the Mercury intertidal site were carried out using 442 

the same materials and methods as for the Calshot site. The measurements took place at 443 

different times of the year. On 15 April 2008, the apparatus was deployed twice, at two positions 444 

that were approximately two meters away from one another (that were named as ‘lower pitch’ 445 

and ‘upper pitch’ in the data), in order to enhance the spatial variety of the results. Eight sets of 446 

data were collected at the lower pitch and another eight sets were collected at the upper pitch. 447 

Six sets of transmission data were collected on 11 June 2008. Velocity and attenuation results 448 

were written to Excel files (see [79]). As an example, the propagation results from the first set 449 

from 11 June 2008 are shown in Fig. 4. The solid black lines represent the group velocity and 450 

attenuation from the first hydrophone pair (hydrophone 1 and 2) and the red dashed lines from 451 

the second hydrophone pair (hydrophones 2 and 3). The first hydrophone pair measured an 452 
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average sound speed of 1323 m ∙ s−1 with a standard deviation of 110 m ∙ s−1. If a linear 453 

dependence of attenuation with frequency were to be fitted to these data, the value of k would 454 

have been equal to 0.78 dB ∙ m−1 ∙ kHz−1 (with 𝑅d
2 = 0.89). An average sound speed of 1250 455 

m ∙ s−1 with a standard deviation of 240 m ∙ s−1 was obtained from the hydrophone pair 2-3. 456 

Assuming again a linear dependence of attenuation with frequency, the value of k was equal to 457 

1.30 dB ∙ m−1 ∙ kHz−1  (with 𝑅d
2 = 0.92). Moreover, a dispersion in the sound speed was 458 

observed at particular excitation frequencies, i.e. at 26 kHz, 70 kHz and 98 kHz. These 459 

alterations to the sound speed and the high values of attenuation were attributed to the breathing 460 

mode resonance effects caused by gas bubbles, described in Sec. II, and were strong evidence 461 

for the presence of gas. 462 

 463 

VII. COMBINATION FREQUENCY RESULTS 464 

 The combination frequency experiments took place at the Hamble site on two different 465 

dates – 25 August 2008 (15 sets) and 28 August 2008 (21 sets), and at the Calshot site on 23 466 

July 2008 (8 sets). The measurements were conducted using a low-frequency pump source (8-467 

24 kHz range), a medium-frequency pump source (20-40 kHz) and a high-frequency pump 468 

source (30-100 kHz), all in 2-kHz increments. The imaging frequency was set as 𝑓𝑖 = 220 kHz 469 

for all measurements. Specific values of the source amplitudes for each measurement set were 470 

given in Sec. V of the supplementary file [66].  471 

The assessment of the results of the combination frequency experiments is slightly 472 

different from that of the transmission experiments. The scattered acoustic pressure waves from 473 

an ensemble of bubbles in a sensing volume at a given distance, that propagate as a result of the 474 

pulsations of the bubbles (see Eq. (6)), need to be considered. Note that Eq. (6) considers 475 

implicitly the attenuation through the path from the sensing volume to the receiver in the gassy 476 
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sediment. At a particular pump frequency 𝑓𝑝, nonlinear harmonics are generated because of the 477 

multiple-frequency insonification, i.e. at the difference frequency (𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑝), the sum frequency 478 

(𝑓𝑖 +𝑓𝑝) and the second harmonic of the pump frequency (2 𝑓𝑝). The latter property indicates 479 

that the gassy sediment was interrogated with a broader frequency range in comparison to the 480 

transmission experiment. The amplitudes of the spectral components at these frequencies are 481 

different from each other. However, they are proportional to the pressure amplitudes of the 482 

pump source and the image source (explicit analytical expressions for these are not given here, 483 

but can be found in [39, 40]). Note that the pressure amplitudes for the pump and imaging 484 

frequency transducers were calibrated in water tank tests. In gassy sediment, the amplitudes of 485 

the waves attenuate from the acoustic source to the sensing volume based on the transmission 486 

principle. The nonlinear propagation model (eq. 6) and the source amplitudes designed in the 487 

experiment can be used to infer the bubble population in sediment, which can be then used to 488 

account for the reduction in amplitude of the pump and imaging beams in the sensing volume 489 

(where they could not be measured invasively because it would disturb the bubble population 490 

there). Therefore, the full range of insonification frequencies, their harmonics, and the spectral 491 

amplitudes at these frequencies can be considered simultaneously, if an appropriate forward 492 

model were to be fitted to the experimental results.    493 

Fig. 5 shows the acoustic time history recorded by the receiver during an insonification 494 

with pump frequency 𝑓𝑝 = 44 kHz, and its corresponding spectrogram. The data are embedded 495 

into the figure from the measurement set 6 from 23 July 2008 in Calshot. One may observe the 496 

distinct spectral components at certain frequencies such as 𝑓𝑝,  2𝑓𝑝,  𝑓𝑖 + 𝑓𝑝= 266 kHz, etc. Fig. 497 

6 shows all the pressure amplitude results from set 6 from 23 July 2008 as a function of the full 498 

range of pump frequencies, and the corresponding difference frequency and sum frequency 499 

ranges. The average values of the pressure amplitudes are found from the repeated 500 
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insonifications. The data regarding the scattered pressure amplitudes obtained in all three 501 

experiment locations are provided as supplementary material [83]. 502 

 503 

 504 

Figure 4: (Color online) Equivalent plane wave group velocity and attenuation in gassy 505 

sediment in the frequency range 26 - 100 kHz as measured by the hydrophones 1 and 2 506 

(unbroken black line) and hydrophones 2 and 3 (red dashed lines) of the propagation rig at the 507 

Mercury site. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. 508 

 509 
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 510 

Figure 5: (Color online) (a) The received time signal for the 1-ms square wave insonification 511 

with 𝑓𝑝=44 kHz and 𝑓𝑖=220 kHz at the Calshot site on 23/07/2008, Measurement Set 6. In (b) 512 

the spectrogram of the same signal is shown where the two components of the dual frequency 513 

insonification are clearly observed. 514 

 515 
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 516 

 517 

Figure 6: Pressure amplitudes at the pump, difference and sum frequencies received at the 518 

location of the hydrophone. Data from the Hamble site on 25/07/2008 – measurement Set 1, 519 

plotted as a function of frequency. Error bars indicate the standard deviation obtained by the 520 

shots repeated.    521 
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 522 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 523 

 Acoustic propagation experiments were carried out in intertidal marine sediments in 524 

Southampton Water and Hamble River areas to gain insights into the acoustic characterization 525 

of gassy mud. For this purpose, a sophisticated experimental rig was designed and deployed in 526 

situ. The first component of the setup was a transmission arrangement consisting of a source 527 

transducer and four hydrophone receivers; whereas, the second component consisted of a 528 

receiver and two sources (one from the previous experiment) that operated simultaneously to 529 

expose nonlinearly generated harmonics of the gas bubbles. The resonant bubble size 530 

corresponding to the frequency range used, was 130-980 µm, assuming a nominal value of ca. 531 

2.6 MPa for the shear modulus of the sediments. The attenuation values obtained from the 532 

transmission experiments ranged from 6 dB ∙ m−1 to 27 dB ∙ m−1 at the lowest frequency (8 533 

kHz) and from 15 dB ∙ m−1 to 175 dB ∙ m−1 at the highest frequency (100 kHz), exhibiting a 534 

maximum value of 210 dB ∙ m−1 at intermediate drive frequencies. Furthermore, the pressure 535 

amplitudes at the location of the receiver for the combination rig were of the order of ~10-20 536 

kPa at the pump frequency and ~50-100 Pa at the difference and sum frequencies.  537 

Additional laboratory analyses were performed on sediment core samples that gave 538 

supporting information on the geotechnical properties of the sites under investigation. This 539 

included the measurement of ultrasonic compressional wave velocity as a function of depth, 540 

shear wave velocity and the visual observations of split cores. The compressional wave speed 541 

values exhibit a depth gradient along with the attenuation values as measured with the 542 

transmission experiment rig. The gas pockets observed from the split cores also indicated a 543 

gassier occurrence at the Mercury site, which is in accordance with the results obtained from 544 

the transmission pulses.        545 
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The linear-fit curves of the attenuation results from the two different muddy sites 546 

indicated attenuation that was at least one order of magnitude higher than that of water-saturated 547 

sediments, which is a strong indication of the presence of gas.  548 

We used the intertidal zone to undertake the first test deployments of novel sensors 549 

because of its ready accessibility. However, gas populations in the intertidal zone sediments are 550 

important for study in their own right; for example, there are likely acoustical implications for 551 

the sound transmitted to benthic species from anthropogenic activity.  552 

In the early days of marine sediment acoustics, studies of gas-free sediments were more 553 

common than those of gassy sediments, where the presence of gas complicated modelling and 554 

measurements [84-87]. Now, as studies of gas populations in gassy-sediments that are not 555 

subject to tidal exposures become established [4-13], it is timely to look at forward modeling 556 

for gassy intertidal sediments, and collect data suitable for acoustic inversion studies. The 557 

intertidal zone, with its specialized flora and fauna, and frequent proximity to anthropogenic 558 

factors (dredging, shipping and invasive species, civil engineering, chemical and acoustic 559 

pollutants etc.) can make it a vulnerable habitat, yet it is one whose biodiversity is critical to 560 

keeping it healthy [84, 88]. The presence of high gas void fractions, and great variability in 561 

space and time, make intertidal zones complex regions to study (especially ones that are 562 

exposed to atmosphere during the tidal cycle, as occurred here). There are large diurnal changes 563 

of temperature, salinity and gas content, the variation from maximum to minimum hydrostatic 564 

head being a large fraction of the maximum absolute pressure on the sediment, a pressure that 565 

affects gas dissolution, exsolution, and bubbling from the sediment. Particularly, the effect of 566 

temperature, and its gradient with depth, on the sound propagation can be accounted for using 567 

the models and results presented in [89, 90]. As acoustic techniques develop to provide finer 568 

spatial and temporal resolution of the acoustic environment and bubble population, and 569 
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correlate these to monitoring the benthic species and their interaction with the environment, the 570 

health of intertidal zones can be better monitored and protected. 571 

Overall, our results provide acoustical datasets suitable for detailed inversion studies of 572 

gas bubble populations using linear and non-linear acoustic bubble theory. The presence of gas 573 

in these intertidal muddy sediments has been established from core analyses and in situ acoustic 574 

velocity and attenuation measurements. 575 
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TABLES 594 

 595 

TABLE 1: Geotechnical properties of the intertidal sites examined in this work: locations, 

sediment type, mean grain diameter, porosity and proportions of the constituent sediment 

types. 

 Location Mean grain Porosity Sand (%) Silt (%) Clay Organic 

  diameter(φ)     n (%)   (%) content 

       (%) 

 50° 48’56’’ N 6.0±0.5 62.0±5.0 27.5±7.0 69.7±6.5 2.8±0.4 3 ±0.5 

 001°18’4’’ W       

 (Calshot)       

  50°52’56” N 6.7±0.2 60.0±2.5 7.6±5.0 82±3 9±3 9±0.5 

  001°18’34” W       

 

(Mercury 

marina)       
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 604 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 605 

 606 

Figure 1: The gassy sediment experiment rig. R1, R2, R3 and R4 denote the locations of four 607 

hydrophone receivers which record the signals sent out from the pump source. The combination 608 

frequency apparatus consists of the high (imaging) frequency transmitter, the pump source and 609 

the high-frequency receiver. The imaging source and receiver have equal angular distances 610 

(45°) from the pump axis. 611 

 612 

Figure 2: Photograph of the split core collected from (a) the Calshot site and (b) the Mercury 613 

site showing darker silt layers (a) and residual gas voids (b).  Recalling the rig lay out (Fig. 1), 614 

the first, second and third hydrophones were buried at depths of approximately 21 cm, 35 cm 615 

and 50 cm, respectively. The dark grey color, as well as the hydrogen-sulphide odor, of the 616 

sediment core indicated that the measurements took place in the sulphate reduction zone. 617 

 618 

Figure 3: (Color online) Equivalent plane wave group velocity and attenuation (i.e. the effects 619 

of geometrical spreading having been corrected out from these data) in gassy sediment in the 620 

frequency range 26 - 100 kHz as measured by the hydrophones 1 and 2 (unbroken black line) 621 

and hydrophones 2 and 3 (red dashed lines) at Calshot. The error bars indicate the standard 622 

deviation. 623 

 624 

Figure 4: (Color online) Equivalent plane wave group velocity and attenuation in gassy 625 

sediment in the frequency range 26 - 100 kHz as measured by the hydrophones 1 and 2 626 



45 

 

(unbroken black line) and hydrophones 2 and 3 (red dashed lines) of the propagation rig at the 627 

Mercury site. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. 628 

 629 

Figure 5: (Color online) (a) The received time signal for the 1-ms square wave insonification 630 

with 𝑓𝑝=44 kHz and 𝑓𝑖=220 kHz at the Calshot site on 23/07/2008, Measurement Set 6. In (b) 631 

the spectrogram of the same signal is shown where the two components of the dual frequency 632 

insonification are clearly observed. 633 

 634 

Figure 6: Pressure amplitudes at the pump, difference and sum frequencies received at the 635 

location of the hydrophone. Data from the Hamble site on 25/07/2008 – measurement Set 1, 636 

plotted as a function of frequency. Error bars indicate the standard deviation obtained by the 637 

shots repeated.    638 
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